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Photoshop can be used for creating
digital collage. People create
collages in Photoshop in order to
get an overview of a topic, such as
a set of products for a company
website. Once you're comfortable
using Photoshop, you can begin
manipulating raster images. Raster
images are any photographic or
graphic image that is not vector.
(Vector images are discussed in
Chapter 6.) Raster images can be
manipulated with the same tools
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that you use to edit bitmap images.
However, raster images lack vector-
graphics features, such as
predefined shapes, paths, and text.
You can add these features with
Photoshop, but it's easier to use
other programs for creating vector
images and then import the bitmap
into Photoshop. You can make any
shape and text in Photoshop;
however, the shapes and text are
temporary and do not save or
transfer unless you save them as a
linked file. A good companion to
Photoshop is a vector graphics
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program. (Perhaps you have
already used a vector graphics
program, like Illustrator, to create
some of your bitmap images.) This
type of program creates,
manipulates, and converts the
shapes, paths, and text in vector
format. Because vector images can
scale to any size without losing
clarity, they're much easier to print
or use in the Web for eye-catching,
scalable designs. Figure 6-2 shows
a simple example of a bitmap
image before being manipulated in
Photoshop. Illustrator is a vector
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graphics application that comes
standard with Photoshop CS6.
Figure 6-2 shows a bitmap image
of a family sitting on a cliff of a
mountain overlooking a river. You
can enhance the image with various
filters, adjust the colors, and add a
number of effects. In the next
section, we show you how to use
Photoshop and Illustrator to create
a section of the Journeys of the
Soul book. **Figure 6-2:** A
simple bitmap image. Creating
vector graphics with Photoshop
Though Photoshop CS6 comes
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standard with a font-import
function and importing of raster
images, it's not actually a vector
graphics application. You need
something like Adobe Illustrator to
create, edit, and convert vector
graphics. Photoshop lets you make
vector shapes, paths, and text, but
the vector features are not
currently integrated with the
application. To take advantage of
the vector-graphics features in
Photoshop, you must use another
application to create the vector
elements of your design. So, we
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In this Photoshop tutorial, we will
show you all the options you can
use to edit images with Photoshop.
Important Notes If you want to try
the Photoshop tutorials on your
computer, this one is an
Intermediate Photoshop tutorial.
You can also find beginner
Photoshop tutorials with the links
below: Photoshop Elements Layers
(see also Tutorial 1 and Tutorial 4)
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You can’t turn this layer into a
regular layer, so it’s useless for
editing an image. Using the Fill and
Adjustment Layers Your stock
photos are probably in grayscale, so
you need to convert them to RGB
(see Photoshop Elements Tips for
Beginners). You can easily change
the color or contrast of an image
using the Fill and Adjustment
Layers. You can create a layered
adjustment: a picture on a gray
paper, green background and
adjustment to it. You can make
another picture on the same paper,
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grayscale and adjust it. Add both
layers to a file and save it. With the
Gradient tool, click and hold on the
image until a Gradient tool
appears. You can use the Gradient
tool to place a gradient into any of
the Adjustment Layers. You can
put a Gradient Mask into the
Adjustment Layers. You can put a
Gradient Mask into the Fill Layers.
You can put some of the shades in
Adjustment Layers into a group.
You can click the name of a group
in the Adjustment Layers panel and
then type the name of a layer in the
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group. You can put a group of
colors into a color zone. To add a
gradiant to an Adjustment Layer,
click and drag the Gradient from
the Gradient menu to the
Adjustment Layer. Adjustment
Layers and Multiple Layers If you
have multiple layers in a Photoshop
file, you can apply an adjustment
layer to all the layers and play with
the results. You can divide the
group of Adjustment Layers into
two groups by clicking in the
names of the layers. You can
merge multiple Adjustment Layers
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into one. In the following image,
the adjustment layers have been
merged into one. We will go
through the Photoshop Tutorial
with the following layers: The
Gradient Layer You can use the
Gradient layer to quickly add a
gradient to any image. The
Gradient, Wrap and a681f4349e
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Hollywood, we need your help!
Please sign the petition to ask the
President of the United States to
sign the Earning Every Handicap
Act into law. The Earning Every
Handicap Act is legislation
developed by the National Down
Syndrome Society to provide a
path for infants with Down
syndrome to gain access to a fair
and competitive education. If you
would like to see it passed into law,
please sign our petition and send it
to your local Congressmen or
Congresswomen. Let's show
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Hollywood that it matters! First
Name: Last Name: Address: City:
State: Zip: Email: Voicemail:
Signature: I would like to receive
eNews from The National Down
Syndrome Society. Are you an
employee of the National Down
Syndrome Society? "I would like to
receive eNews from the Down
Syndrome Education Institute."A
mother's fable Menu Tag Archives:
turkey I don’t really watch reality
shows… to be honest, I’m not sure
if I have ever seen one. So this is
actually the first time I ever heard
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the word ‘reality’… but I guess you
can say it fits… it’s definitely real.
For now, it’s the first week in
December. It’s cold, it’s cold, and
it’s just about to get even colder…
and I think we all know what that
means… for me, it means:
pancakes… with butter, syrup, and
whipped cream… and turkey…
yes, Turkey… with potatoes and
gravy… and cranberry sauce… and
maybe some stuffing (no, it’s not
the Christmas one… it’s the
Thanksgiving one). Hmmm… I
think I have to order more… it
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sounds so tempting… and then
turkey? It just doesn’t sound
right… but it’s still on our
Thanksgiving table, and it’s my
favorite meal. It’s full of protein
and fibre, and it’s almost always
there at the beginning of the week,
before we have the chance to
overindulge on anything. So… my
mother once told me that turkey
deserves to be paired with a side
salad, a green vegetable and some
fruit. Yeah, she
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System Requirements:

Windows 10: 1024x600 Display
512 MB VRAM 1 GB VRAM 20
GB available space on hard drive
Minimum System Requirements
for Windows 10 VR 8GB VRAM
16GB available space on hard drive
Minimum Hardware Requirements:
Windows VR Required Minimum
Hardware Specifications: Oculus
Rift w/ software version 1.2.0.0
and above Occulus Rift w/
software version 2.0.0.0 and above
Xbox One
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